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Arcadia University
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A distinctively global, integrative and personal learning experience

Global Perspective

Integrated Learning

Personal Attention

What are the core values that make Arcadia University distinctive—the values that persuade students to choose Arcadia over its competitors and to remain at the University through graduation? Arcadia's commitment to students includes opportunities to explore global perspectives, integrate theory with real world experiences, and benefit from the personal attention that is the hallmark of Arcadia's learning community. Through impressive collaboration, the Arcadia campus community has distilled the University's traditional strengths and values into a document called The Arcadia University Promise.

The Arcadia Promise affirms that students will have a distinctively global, integrative and personal learning experience that prepares them to contribute and prosper in a diverse and dynamic world.

The Arcadia Promise sums up the collective experiences of generations of alumni and the collective efforts of the faculty and staff who create Arcadia's distinguished learning environment. Arcadia students are challenged to achieve their full potential and recognize their ability and responsibility to make choices that affect the future of their world. Whether they pursue an undergraduate, graduate or continuing education path, they are part of a mutually supportive community. Through interactions with faculty, staff and peers representing a diversity of cultural backgrounds, they gain self-confidence and respect for others, learn by using the latest technologies, and acquire essential skills and knowledge that prepare them for a rich and meaningful life.
Dear Arcadia Students,

Greetings from beautiful Paris! I don't know about the rest of you, but my Spring Break has been magnificent, or as they say here, tres magnifique! After spending the first part of the week sampling the beautiful sights and wonderful cuisine of Italy during Italy Preview with some of our first-year transfer students, I arrived here in Paris to formalize the agreement with the American Graduate School of International Relations and Diplomacy. The faculty here will be offering an Arcadia University master's degree in international relations and diplomacy. I'm really excited about this program because it's expanding Arcadia's global reach even further! Ben Franklin would have enjoyed the linkage with Paris, I think. Though I'm having a great time over here, I miss all of you greatly, particularly my wife, Terry, who's on London Preview with more of our first-year students. Can't wait to see everyone's pictures! I suspect we've all taken enough to fill up an entire yearbook of memories!

See you soon,

President Jerry Greiner
1. Spain
In developing its programs in Spain, Arcadia strives to provide students with a variety of choices, in culturally distinct regions of Spain, while ensuring that academic quality remains paramount.

2. New Zealand
Arcadia's programs at the University of Otago, the University of Auckland, and Victoria University of Wellington, provide an opportunity for you to experience all of these unique aspects of New Zealand culture.

3. Italy
One hallmark of all Arcadia programs in Italy is that they are each located in the center of Italy's most vibrant cities: Rome, Florence and Pisa.

4. Greece
Studies are based in Athens, a vibrant metropolis that is distinguished by a modern city center full of commercial enterprise and residential neighborhoods that retain a village-like atmosphere.

5. Ireland
With ten programs in Ireland, eight in the Republic and two in Northern Ireland, at universities in large cities like Dublin, or Belfast, and smaller towns like Galway, there are plenty of options available.

6. China
Coming Spring 2007, the program recognizes the value of China as a study abroad destination both because of the country's importance as a world power and because of the vast cultural and artistic treasures of a nation boasting four thousand years of civilization.

7. Wales
Arcadia offers two programs in Wales, Swansea in the south or Bangor in the north. Each city and institution has a distinct culture and physical environment.

8. Equatorial Guinea
Through intensive coursework and extensive field study, the program aims to cultivate an appreciation for tropical ecosystems and their preservation as part of the development and economic growth.

9. Australia
With seventeen programs in nine different cities and universities ranging from 2,500 to 40,000 students as well as internship programs, there is an Arcadia program that will match your academic and cultural learning objectives.

10. England
Arcadia offers you twenty-one programs in England, nineteen during the academic year and two in summer. All of these will provide you with a quality education while expanding your cultural learning and allowing you to explore England.

11. Scotland
Any one of Arcadia's six programs begin with orientation in Edinburgh and then can continue on to Stirling, Glasgow, Aberdeen or the Scottish Parliament.

As the years progress, Arcadia is ever increasing its global perspective for the entire campus community. More study abroad options arise and new languages can even be learned here in Glenside. This genuine drive for a global perspective is what served as inspiration for this year's Enthymion Yearbook.
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FACULTY & STAFF
Arcadia's faculty, staff and administration are like few others. The promised personal attention is manifested in the facts. The average class size is 16 and the student-to-faculty ratio has stayed at 12:1 even with the growth in recent years. Unlike similar schools, no graduate or teaching assistants teach in the classroom. As far as qualifications, 89% of faculty members hold doctorate or terminal degrees in their fields. Concerning staff and administration, the first-name basis and long hours spent on campus serve as a testament to their commitment.

Best Wishes!

Arcadia University
All: Faculty & Staff
450 S. Easton Road
Glenridge, PA 19038
Academic Affairs
Mike Berger, Vice President & Provost
Andrea Coren, Learning Disabilities Specialist
Janice Finn, Director of International Services
Debra Gallagher, Associate Dean, Teaching & Learning
Marie Gallagher, Administrative Assistant for Provost
Bruce Keler, Asst. Dean/Academic Adv & Prof.
Doreen Louny, Director, ACT 101
Gail Love, Secretary for International Services
Linda Pizzi, Dir., Education Enhancement
Barbara Sheehan, Dir., Sponsored Research & Programs
Jeffrey Schutz, Associate Dean of Internationalization
Norah Schutz, Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Anna Wagner, Administrative Asst.
Anita Washington, Faculty Secretary

Athletics
Linda Detra, Manager/Aquatic Director
Stanley Exeter, Assoc. Director of Athletics
Shannon Howley, Women's Basketball Coach/Asst.
Sports Information Director
Janet Johnson, Secretary
Shirley Liddle, Director

Biology
Lauretta Buehler, Associate Professor
Sarah Cooper, Instructor
John Daley, Adjunct Professor
Christa Damkute, Research Assistant
Tony Danato, Research Assistant
Marie Duke Murphy, Adjunct Professor
Barbara Erickson, Secretary
Gail Hearn, Prof/Environment Education
John Hoffman, Associate Professor
Naomi Phillips, Assistant Professor
Raymond Rose, Associate Professor
Marie Sanchez, Adjunct Professor
Archie Vomadika, Professor/Chair

Alumni & Parent Relations
Eva Korolehin, Secretary
Georgene Pilling, Associate Director
Roberta Thomas, Director
Business, Economics, & Health Administration

Booksstore
Michele Milstein, Sales Associate
Larisa Mikheyeva, Office Clerk
Meg Lavan, Manager
Lydia Whitelaw, Text Manager

Business Office
James Adams, Associate Controller
Denise Barnes, Sr. Student Acct. Administrator
Rachael Kooser, Accounts Payable Coordinator
Carolyn Hatten, Student Acct. Administrator
Mary Grace Hendricks, Student Acct. Manager
Rose Lenardo, Student Acct. Collection Aset.
Tonia Nero, Acct. Collections
Linda Wackerman, Cashier

Business Administration/ Economics
William Biggs, Professor
Thomas Brinker, Associate Professor
Krawinee Bunyaratavej, Assistant Professor
Annette Habib, Assistant Professor/Chair
Saeed Hejazi, Asst. Prof/Acad Dir. of SAP
John Irresnik, Visiting Professor
Robert Kieserman, Adjunct Professor
Wayne Monni, Asetc. Prof/Dir. of IR
Lea Scholz, Secretary
Thomas Weckowski, Director, MBA Program

Career Services
Mike Hertel, Director
Kate McGlinchey, Secretary
Faculty & Staff

Career Services

Center of Education Abroad

Valerie Ashton, Office Assistant
Timothy Barton, Senior Program Coord. - Ireland
Kreisla Baum, Technical Coordinator
Michele Brito, Office Assistant
Jennifer Brewer, Program Coord. - Australia/New Zealand
Christopher Callas, Program Coord. - Italy
Richard Conroy, Travel and Logistics Assistant
Marc Davies, Student Accounts Admin.
Andrew Downes, Program Coord. - Australia
Wendy Eisenberg, Program Coord. - Scotland/England
Christina Good, Associate Director
Rosemary Hall, Financial Aid Coordinator
Karen Hei, Office Assistant
Elizabeth Hunter, IT Systems Manager
Andrew Johnson, Coordinator Assistant
David Larsen, VP & Director
Daniele Lebers, Office Assistant
Julia Levy, Asst. Dir. - Graduate Programs and Arcadia
Bernadette Mangione, Publications Coordinator
Brandyn Muller, Program Coordinator-London, Wales
David Rudd, Assoc. Director Student Services
Arlene Synder, Administrative Manager & Safety Officer
Clifford Tripon, Coordinator Assistant

Stefanie Velshasy, Program Coord. - England
John Wells, Dr. Enrollment Management
Kristin Wesserhutter, Technical Coordinator
Paige Wilson, Program Coord. - Spain/Greece
Suzanne Wittsauer, Coordinator Assistant
Amanda Zimmerman, Coordinator Assistant

Chemistry, Forensic Science and Physics

Peter Campbell, Associate Professor
Emanuele Crotto, Associate Professor
H. Stephen Huber, Associate Professor
Linda MaCay, Associate Professor
Chester Milnecki, Professor/Chair
Lawrence Presley, Director, Forensic Science
Jeanne Smith, Secretary
Eric Yaney, Facilities Manager

Community Services

Cindy Rubino, Coordinator
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English, Communications, & Theater Arts

Computer Science/ Math

Richard Ames, Assistant Professor
Louis Friedler, Professor/Chair
Andrea Matera, Secretary
Carlos Ortiz, Associate Professor
Renee Stann, Adjunct Professor
Edward Wolff, Associate Professor

Conference Services

Debbie Blackstock, Director
Michele Leftwich, Secretary

Counseling Center

Christine Coppa, Counselor
Pamela Freeman, Counselor
F. J. Follick, Director
Cynthia Rutherford, Counselor
James Walker, Counselor

Education

Christina Ager, Assoc. Prof/ Exec. Director of B2EST
Peter Appelbaum, Associate Professor
Virginia Blasdel, Admin. Asst.
Erica Davia, Instructor
Kimberly Dearn, Assoc. Prof. Special Education
Mary Dress, Secretary
Jane Duffy, Coord. Field Placement & Supv.
Steven Goldberg, Professor
Bette Goldberg, Associate Professor
Steven Gukes, Associate Professor/Chair
Leif Gustavson, Instructor
Lisa Horning, Instructor
Margaret Hickman, Instructor
Christine Miller, Office Asst/Adjunct Professor
Deborah Pomeroy, Associate Professor
Sharon Ravitch, Assistant Professor
Cynthia Reedy, Instructor
Jeffery Shultz, Prof/ Assoc. Dean of Internationalization
Elen Skilton-Swyester, Associate Professor
Graciela Slesarsky-Poe, Assistant Professor
Education & Enhancement Center

Andrea Coren, Learning Disabilities Specialist
Linda Pizzi, Director

English/Communication/Theater Arts

Dorothy Baer, Asst Prof (Visiting)
Dr. Pradyumna S. Chauhan, Professor
Dr. Shekhar Deshpande, Assoc Prof/Dir Comm Prog
Tyler Doherty, Adj Prof, Dir Writing Ctr
Dr. Hugh H. Grady, Professor
Dr. Thomas Hemmeter, Assoc Prof
Dr. Lisa B. Holdeman, Asst Prof
Dr. Sandra Hordis, Asst Prof (Visiting)
Dr. Jennifer Matsoff, Asst Prof
Laren McClung, Instructor
Alan Powell, Asst Prof
Derik Smith, Asst Prof
Mark Wade, Asst Prof
Dr. JoAnn Weiner, Assoc Prof/Chair
Dr. Richard A. Wertime, Professor

Enrollment Management & Financial Aid

Ruszel Althouse, Counselor
Kathleen Beardenley, Director
Mayra Castillo, Assistant Director
Michele Collins, Director
Judith Dalton, Director of Student Services Center
Colene Hare, Director
Rosemary Hojniewski, Office Supervisor
Holy Kirkpatrick, Assoc Dr. EM/Undergrad Financial Aid
Sherehara Kurloff, Counselor
Tamara Lapman, Counselor
Mark Laprezosa, Asst. Vice President EM
Kate Martin, Data Control Specialist
Laura McNulty, Assistant Director
Gail Moser, Secretary/Receptionist
Charles Murphy, Counselor
Dennis Nostrand, Vice President EM
Margaret Poteet, Counselor
Elizabeth Ri Lewinsky, Financial Aid Consultant
Mary Ann Roberts, Administrative Assistant
Thelma Stewart, Secretary/Receptionist
Natalie van den Heuvel, Counselor
Donna Wright, Counselor
Daniel Yannuzi, Counselor
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Fine Arts Department

Fine Arts
Betsey A Batchelor, Asst Prof
Bonnie E. Hayes, Asst Prof/Dir Freshmen Sem
Alyssa Knit, Asst Prof
Carol Loeffen, Asst Prof
Robert F. Mauro, Prof
Karen Mehl, Asst Prof
Gregg Moore, Asst Prof
Jamaar Nicholas, Curatorial/Admin Asst.
W. Scott Rawlings, Asst Prof/Chair
Judith A. Taylor, Asst Prof
Richard Torchia, Gallery Directory

Galenic Counselings
Dr. Laura Conway, Asst Prof
Barbara Erickson, Secretary
Kathryn Spitzer Kim, Adj Prof
Kathleen Valverde, Director

Graduate & Professional Studies
Lorraine Bradenburger, Admin Asst.
Mark Curchack, Dean, Graduate & Prof. Studies
Linda Diamond, Director, Community Scholars
Maureen Guim, Assistant Dean
Mary Kate McNulty, Admin Asst.
Elaine Scarpino, Director, Educational Outreach

History
Dr. Hayat Ali-Azziz, Asst Prof
Dr. Geoffrey A. Haywood, Asst Prof/Chair
Dr. James Dismore, Adj Prof
Dr. Vance Kendal, Adj Prof
Dr. Kathleen Pearle, Adj Prof
Dr. Peter Siegert, Asst Prof
Dr. Eva Swidler, Adj Prof
Robert Wagner, Adj Prof
Faculty & Staff

Human Resources
Lynette Allen-Collins, Director
Katie Kelly, Secretary
Lorraine Yearicks, Senior Human Resources Rep.

Interdisciplinary Program (Justice)
Carol Saraulo
Steve Tippett

International Peace and Conflict Resolution
Christiane Careiro, Adj Professor
Warren Haffar, Asst Professor/Director IPCR
Alex Otiero, Instructor
Sherry Levine, Interim Admin Coordinator

Information Technology
Param Bedi, Assoc VP for Technology/CIO
Kevin Crooks, Database Support Specialist
Natalie Devlin, Web Developer
Jose Dieudonne, Dir Network & Info Sec Services
Carlos Gonzalez, Network Support Specialist
Dave Jager, Network Operations Manager
Victoria Katona, Director Systems Integration
Barbara Kup, Admin Asst
Tyler Mitchell, Technology Support Coordinator
Erik Nelson, Director Instructional Technology
Fernando Rodriguez, Mgr IT User Support Services
Michele Sime, Instructional Technology Coordinator
Joe Stevens, Media Services
Vijay Yasu, Database Support Specialist

Graduate Studies
Medical Science & Community Health

International Services
Jan Finn, Director
Candice Love, Secretary

Landman Library
Dolores Coyle, Library Serial Technician
Karen Korn, Reference Librarian, Social Science
Rebecca Landau, Reference Librarian
Ellen Lefebvre, Catalog Technician
Jo-Ann Provenik, Acquisitions Technician
Ann Ranier, Instructor/Head of Tech. Serv.
Michele Reale, Circulation Supervisor
Marion Rosenbaum, Reference Librarian
Anita Samuel, Reference Librarian
Jay Scott, Inter-Library Loan Technician
Calvin Wang, Reference Librarian, Sciences
April Wesser, Secretary
Anne Ziegler, Assoc. Dir. Library Services

Mail and Print Services
Jennifer Andulonis
Jay Gratzinger, Site Manager
Kevin Jones
Richard Washington
Marcus Williams

Medical Science & Community Health
Donna Agnew, Academic Coord/Asst. Prof.
Dr. Andrea Crivelli-Kovach, Asst Prof/Dir Comm Health Prog
Comrie Days, Secretary
Michael S. Dryer, Asst Professor/Chair
Dr. Thomas J. Lynch, Asst Prof/Clinical Coord
Andrea Nord-Tankin, Instructor
Gretchen Paruch, Asst Prof
David A. Paul, Asst Prof/Med Serv Coord
Christopher Sim, Asst Prof/Clinical Coord
Jeanette Smith, Adj Prof/Clinical Coord
Modern Languages
Toshiko Bell, Adj. Professor
Francisco Fernandez, Asst. Professor
Heale Kelly, Adj. Professor
Jose Marrero, Asst. Professor
Rodolfo Schweizer, Visiting Asoc. Prof/ Chair
Gabriel Segal, Adj. Professor
Edith Stetser, Adj. Professor
Helga Wells, Adj. Professor

Music
William Frabizio, Chair

Oak Summit
Judy Franklin, Office Assistant
Dorothy Jayne, Property Manager

Philosophy & Religion
Finbarr O'Connor, Chair

Physical Plant
Tim Gallagher, Grounds Superintendent
Lea Gamer, Housekeeping
John Hagerby, Maintenance Supervisor
Michele Jaisir-Peters, Administrative Assistant
Dan McDougal, Director of Operations
Tom Macchi, Assoc VP for University Development & Physical Planning
Michael Salomo, Grounds Manager

Political Science

President's Office
Physical Therapy
Linda Carney, Secretary
Rebecca Craig, Professor/Chair
Kathleen Curro, Administrative Assistant
Marty Eastlick, Assistant Prof
Rosalie Lopappo, Associate Prof
Kathleen Margone, Associate Prof
Phil McClure, Associate Prof
Amy Miller, (Visiting) Assistant Prof
Carol Oates, Prof
Kerstin Palombaro, Research Physical Therapist
Janet Readinger, Academic Coordinator/Clinical Ed
Karen Sawyer, Assistant Prof/ACCE
Scott Stackhouse, Assistant Prof
Tara Tabert, Secretary
Jan Tedder, Prof
Jamie Tomineson, Assistant Prof
Susan Tomineson, Assistant Prof/ACCE

Physics & Engineering
H. Stephen Huber, Assoc. Professor
Jeanine Smith, Secretary

Political Science
Jean Huber Thompson, Assoc. Prof/Co-Chair
Robert Thompson, Assoc. Prof/Co-Chair

Presidents Office
Jerry Greiner, President
Phylis McNeff, Secretary

Psychology
Joshua Bueter, Associate Prof
Samuel Cameron, (Retired) Prof
Dorothy Ettinger, Secretary
Dennis Gallagher, Assistant Prof
Angela Gillem, Associate Prof
Elaine Jones, Assistant Prof
Carol Lyman, Administrator - MA Counseling
Judith Marsh, Assistant Prof/Dr. MA Counseling
Marianne Meerandino, Associate Prof
Barbara F. Nolde, Associate Prof
Steven Robbins, Associate Prof
Les Sidorow, Adjunct Prof
Judith Wiley, Adjunct Prof

Print Shop & Mail Services
Public Safety
Harold Barnes, Officer
Dominic Belean, Officer
James Bonner, Director
Malcolm Clay, Officer
Elizabeth Crawford, Switchboard Operator
Richard Dango, Supervisor
Frank De Meo, Operations Supervisor
Wayne Forte, Officer
Jeffrey Ganz, Officer
Karen Goldberg, Communications Officer
Thomas Harrigan, Officer
Norman Hodger Jr., Communications Officer
Edward Johnson, Officer
Tyshina Jones, Communications Operator
Gerald Keane, Operations Supervisor
Barbara Keckner, Secretary
David Maack, Patrol Officer
Michael McNamara, Officer
Cruz Rivera, Officer
Edward Sawicky, Officer
Carolyn Seabrooks, Officer
Kelly Small, Communications Officer
Samuel Small, Officer
Roy Summa, Officer

Registrar's Office
Monique Dave, Assistant Registrar
Bill Erick, Associate Registrar
Elizabeth Hafl, Records Assistant
Charlotte O'Donnell, Transcriber Coordinator
Donna Smith, Secretary
Harold Stewart, Registrar
Nicole Zucker, Associate Registrar-Data Quality

Sociology & Anthropology
Jonathan Church, Associate Prof
Ana Maria Garcia, Assistant Prof/Chair
Norman Johnston, (Active Retired) Prof
Doreen Loury, Assistant Prof/Dir. ACT 101 Program
Andrea Marterella, Secretary
John Noakes, Assistant Prof-Criminal Justice
Alex Otieno, Instructor
Dina Pirey, Assistant Prof
Student Affairs
Rebecca Adams, Area Coordinator
Debbie Blackstock, Director, Conference Serv.
Diana Bonner, Administrative Assistant
Jeffery Ewing, Dean of Students
Jessica Hickey, Asst. Director of Residence Life
Julie Kirschner, Campus Activities Programmer
Nicholas Ludko, Area Coordinator
Catherine Mattingly, Area Coordinator
Corinne Green, Asst. Director of Residence Life
Christine Passaglia, Housing Assistant
Rochelle Peterson, Asst. Dean Multicultural Affairs
Nicholas Smith, Asst. Director of Student Activities
Joshua Stern, Associate Dean/ Director of Res. Life
Dian Taylor-Aleyne, Asst. Dean Campus Involvement
Janet Walbert, VP

Student Health Services
Christine Coppa, Counselor
Deborah Devine, Secretary
Mary Alice Di Filippo, Office Assistant
Pamela Freeman, Counselor
Frances Pollock, Dir., Counseling and AOD Program
Cynthia Rutherford, Counselor (Part-Time)
Elen Sitron, Director, Student Health Serv.
James Walker, Counselor

Student Service Center
Judith Dalton, Director, Student Service Center
Celina Gonzalez, Student Service Center Counselor

Registrar’s Office
University Advancement

Maryanne Bowers, Assistant Vice President
Tina Hemmeskey, Director, Special Gifts
Melesha Mitchell, Secretary, Annual Fund
Felicia Loughran, Secretary to Asst. VP
Nancy Magid, Administrative Asst.
Shana McGinckey, Asst. Director, Annual Fund
Helvi Nujoma, Coord. Advancement Services
Georgene Pilling, Assoc. Director, Alumni/Parent Rel.
Judy Severin, Director, Annual Fund
Roberta Thomas, Director, Alumni/Parent Rel.
Jay Vogel, Vice President

University Relations

Lori Bauer, Asst. Director
Gwen Convery, Publications Coordinator
Janet Gala, Publications Manager
Sue Gettin, Web Designer, Publications Asst.
Juli Roebuck, Associate VP/Exec. Asst. to President
Donna Whitlock, Administrative Asst.
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Campus Life
At Arcadia, residential students are guaranteed housing for all 4 years. The breakdown is 75% residential students and 25% commuters. There is no “First-year Residence Hall.” With the exception of Knight Hall and the apartments, all residence halls have a mix of first-year, sophomores, juniors and seniors. All traditional residence halls are co-ed by wing and floor and no single-sex buildings exist anymore. This marked the first year that Thomas Hall was officially co-ed.

Arcadia’s students reach beyond the Glenside campus to places around the world. Arcadia has been a leader in study abroad since 1948 when it was one of the first American institutions to take undergraduate students to Europe to study for credit. Center for Education Abroad was founded in 1965 and currently serves nearly 3,000 students each year from over 300 North American colleges and universities.

Best Wishes!
Apartment Assistants
Supervised by Catherine Mattingly, these ladies of the apartments had to pave the way in a relatively new position. Only existing for two years, AAAs have much the same duties as the RAs on campus proper.

Commuter Assistants
With Dian Taylor-Aleyne as the advisor, the CAs again had to tackle the task of reaching out to a population that does not live on campus. The result was some great programs and even greater bonds.

Dilworth, Keinz and Knight Staff
Lead by Nick Lucenko, the DKH staff came together to handle several obstacles this year including Herk West making the move to Oak Summit in the Spring and the majority of the upperclassmen left on campus proper.

Castle, Kistler and Thomas Staff
Under the guidance of Rebecca Adams, the CKT had to assimilate changes as well including a learning community of first-year students in the Castle and Thomas changing into a co-ed residence hall.
The Campus Life Staff works to keep the campus connected.

Starting with a two-week training session in August and never ending throughout the year, all of these students seek to learn new ways to keep the campus connected, safe and aware. Through the training, bonding, laughing, crying, late nights, early mornings, long meetings, eating, and finding new ways residents and commuters find ways to cause trouble, these students become leaders among their peers.
The lucky first year Castle residents participated in a new program proving that a learning community can also be fun.
Grey Towers Castle
They may look tough but Kistler residents just like to chill out and have a good time.

Clockwise starting above: 1st South, 2nd South, 3rd South

Kistler R.As

Brian Nerney - 1st South
Irene Botchway - 1st West
Dennis Balyeat - 2nd South
Shilpa Sharma - 2nd West
Catherine Keitt - 3rd South
Nirma Khatri - 3rd West
Counter Clockwise starting top:
1st West, 2nd West, 3rd west
The boys of Second Thomas add some testosterone to the formally all girl hall.

Right:
1st Floor

Next Page:
2nd Floor;
3rd Floor

Shera Wack
1st Floor

Charles Johnson
2nd Floor

Christine Nugent
3rd Floor
Thomas Hall

08.26.2005
Commuters know how to rock out, strike a pose and voge.
Commuters
Dilworth Residents like to gather for good times.

Clockwise starting above: 1st East, 2nd East, 3rd East
Dilworth Hall

Dilworth P&As

Alaina Geoghan - 1st West
Jonathon Edmunds - 1st East
(Fall 2005) Paul Kirby - 2nd West
Nadra Rankine - 2nd East
Sarah Borstrom - 3rd West
Allison Petro - 3rd East

Counter Clockwise starting above:
1st West, 2nd West, 3rd West
Upper Classmen residents of West Heinz got a chance to live in Oak Summit their Second Semester leaving room for the FYSAE students.
Heinz Hall

Spring 2006
TaChalla Ferris - 1st West
Jessica Wallace - 1st North
Kevin Hughes - 2nd North
Terri McIntyre - 3rd West
Monica Mansfield - 3rd North

Campus Life 37
Suite style living is sweet.
Knight Hall

Knight PAs

Nathan Walch
2nd Floor

Amy Jacobsen
3rd Floor

Megan Corcoran
4th Floor

Campus Life 39
The residents of Trilogy and 1600 keep up the college life experience even off campus.
Trilogy &

1600 Condos

1600 A.A.s

Kajette Bloomfield
A200
Strong friendship bonds are formed even in the apartment-style housing of Manor and Oak Summit.
Manor &

Oak Summit

Danielle Blouch
201
International Arcadia

Left to Right:
China, Semester at Sea, Fiji
On a campus like Arcadia's, it's easy to find something fun to do. Whether it's a club-sponsored event or just a spontaneous social event, a small community like Arcadia affords everyone the chance to get to know different people. As a student leader, so many opportunities arise to plan events and bring new things to campus. Through the tireless efforts of such people, in the excess of 8,000 people are entertained, educated and brought together every year. With a campus that's only about 2,000 clearly there are some repeat offenders!

Best Wishes!
New Student Orientation is a long-standing tradition that allows first-year students several days of getting acquainted with each other and the campus before the upperclassmen return.

Preparations for Orientation start well before the arrival of any first-year students. The Orientation Planning Executive Committee (OPEC) begins their organizing as early as the October of the preceding year. Orientation Leaders (OLs) join in the planning and preparations in mid-spring semester.

A lot of training and fun goes into the execution of any New Student Orientation. Educational sessions, community service sites, food, Toner Sound, T-Shirt colors and designs, Dave Binder - all of these things and more must be considered.

When the opening day of campus draws near members of the athletic teams and Campus Life staff also join the OLs and OPEC to collectively make the Welcome Team. This year the Welcome Team encouraged all to "Take Root... Branch Out" in hopes for a good start to a good year.
Orientation

August 26th - 29th
Welcome Week

Starting back to school can be a stressful and fun time. For this year's first week back from Wednesday, August 31st to Saturday, September 10th, Student Activities made sure that campus experienced more of the latter. The week's activities included an All-Campus Twister Tournament, Activities Fair to raise interest in clubs, the Personascards Guy, Real World Cast Presents: Freshman Experience with Brad Fiorenza and Cameren Eubanks, a Video Dance Party, a Welcome Back Carnival, "The Disarmed" Coffeehouse, Plug and Play Gaming Event and "The Longest Yard" as a Drive-In movie on the soccer field.

A variety of clubs and organizations worked to make this week as fun and successful as possible for all who gathered at the events. With their involvement, programming this year started off with a bang.
The 18th annual College Day on the Parkway was held on Saturday, September 24th and offered college students free admission to 11 participating cultural institutions. Presented by the City of Philadelphia, its goal is to encourage and expose students to the wealth of arts and culture available in Philadelphia.

In addition to the opportunity to experience art, history, and science exhibitions for free, students are invited to enter a drawing for prizes that include movie passes and dinners at popular area restaurants. Raffle tickets, available at every College Day site, must be stamped by at least three institutions and returned to the last site visited.

Students are also invited to travel down the closed section of Benjamin Parkway, full of vendors dying to give students free stuff and information about new TV shows, products, radio shows and much more. College Day on the Parkway always offers an amazing amount of fun and free goodies.
Mid-October brings the promise of autumn, leaves turning, the wind chilling and some students yearning for some family time. Another tradition, Family Weekend invites grandparents, parents, siblings and loved ones the opportunity to visit Arcadia students and enjoy programming planned with families in mind.

This year Family Weekend was held Friday, October 14th through Sunday, October 16th and as usual was sponsored by the Office of Student Activities.

A big activity was a carnival with tables run by clubs that had visitors doing everything from arts and crafts to dress-up to games of skill. The Personacards Guy, bowling, monster basketball and a balloon artist were also available to entertain the masses.

Other activities included Casino Night held in the Castle, a bus trip to Philadelphia, invites for loved ones to attend classes and academic events, and a showing of the movie "Madagascar!"

Saturday brought the many talents of Mike Super, magician, illusionist and comic, sponsored by SPB. He wowed the crowd in Stiteler Auditorium with his charm, levitation, card tricks, voo-doo, telepathy and ability to change the weather.

The entire weekend was one of fun, quality time and memories.
Mr. Beaver

Indiana Jones
portrayed by first-year Aaron Marouche and escorted by leading lady, Carrie Beltran.

Beyoncé
portrayed by sophomore Jason Ford and escorted by friend Kelli Rowland, Britany McCall.

Little Orphan Annie
portrayed by first-year Dave Teeter and escorted by Daddy Warbucks, Natalie Good.

Bob Barker
portrayed by junior Rudy Vidal and escorted by Barker Beauty, Erica Gregory.

Hem Woes
portrayed by junior Jonathan Grau and escorted by Dark Lord Helen Dwyer.

Pamela Anderson
portrayed by first-year Brannen Boshman and escorted by David Hasselhoff, Diana Ruffo.

Mr. Beaver celebrated its 27th year on Saturday, October 22nd. The annual SPB sponsored event was in the hands of co-chairs Chadd Babii and Michelle White and they certainly worked with their committee to make a memorable event.

Adam Ace served as Master of Ceremonies and kept the crowd energetic and laughing. He commented on the contestants as well as brought up members of the audience to learn how to dance and sing, resulting in quite a show for all.

The contestants also did an amazing job of keeping the crowd involved in the happenings on stage. There were several first-year contestants this year, which resulted in a new type of show with more emphasis on personalities.

In the end, Indiana Jones took home the crown with Beyoncé taking second and Little Orphan Annie placing third.
The Winner

2005
Philthy Phanatic at the Puerto Rican Day Parade. Some of the Allies pinned on October 22nd.
1. November 17th brought the rich traditions and flavors of Celebrating Cultures.

2. Sukkot, a Jewish holiday, was celebrated October 18th and commemorates the forty years of wandering in the desert. It is also a harvest festival.

3. Arcadia joined in the national outreach to victims of Hurricane Katrina. Professors Deborah Pomeroy and Ruthanne Rust donated a RV and drove down to Louisiana with a load full of donations from Arcadia.


5. October 22nd was the pinning ceremony for students who volunteered to become Alies of the Lesbian Gay Bi and Transgender Community.

6. A great November tradition, Empty Bowl gives students the chance for a good meal and to give to the less fortunate.

7. Comedian Rich Ramirez was one of several events during October’s Hispanic Heritage Month.

Arcadia encourages the entire campus to act responsibly and accept all cultural heritages. With many international students and a global focus in the curriculum, Arcadia has taken many active steps to promote a safe and welcoming environment for all.

Between the many cultural and service clubs on campus, there are students, faculty and staff who set the example of community service and open-minded education concerning a wide variety of groups and areas.

Programs such as open mic nights, awareness events, education series and religious observances allow all students the opportunity to experience cultures other than their own.

Without the support and encouragement of the campus, diverse students may not feel comfortable enough to attend this University but because of the outstanding openness, the general campus is accepting of all groups and their programs.

---

**Fall Cultural Events and Reaching Out**

Preparing the food for Sukkot.  
Surveying the goods at Empty Bowl.  
Faculty and students unite to support others.
RHC's Masquerade Ball is always a treat to attend. The Castle provides the perfect backdrop and the little extra touches of spider webs and grave stones make it that much more spooky.

Whether or not Arcadia's ghostly residents are in attendance, the students always manage to have fun coming up with original costumes. This year Napoleon Dynamite, Barbie, a mouseketeer, a full ER of nurses, Raggedy Ann and Andy, some Mean Girls, Mr. Incredible, Daisy Duke, a fat lady, William Wallace and many more were all there.

The October event is always held in the Castle. With the dancing in the Grand Hall, food in the Rose Room, and relaxation in the Mirror Room it proves to be the perfect venue for the Halloween event.

Dancing to everything from "Thriller" to "Lively Lady Lumps," Arcadia students always turn out for dances whether or not they have to pay the $3 admission as with the Masquerade Ball.
Masquerade Ball
October 28th
Knight Madness

RHC ran Knight Madness for the first time on Thursday, November 3rd. From 10 p.m. until midnight there were games, music, lots of prizes, some Knight Club performances, cheerleading stunts, dancing from spectators and a congratulations to the successes of the Fall sports to that point including the PAC final women's soccer team.

The student versus faculty/staff basketball game was a riot to watch as the younger generation took home the older generation and then joined in singing the losers' karoke song "Save a Horse, Ride a Cowboy." A few very spirited students dressed up with as much school pride as they could muster and rallied the crowd behind them.

The obstacle course allowed the winner to pie Area Coordinator Nick Ludhko in the face much to the joy of any judicals.

At midnight the lights went out and both the women's and men's basketball teams were announced, doing tricks for the crowd. In the end, there was enough school spirit to carry over for the rest of the semester.
Knight Club Performance

Knight Club held their Fall Show on December 2nd and 4th in Stieteler Auditorium. It was the first show on the newly constructed Stieteler stage and made a difference to those sitting in the back for their moves could be seen. The members began preparing back in September when they started their countless conditioning hours coinciding with weekly rehearsals, and learning the routines that would be performed for almost 400 people each day.

This fall's spectacular featured twenty-five short performances ranging from classical ballet and tap, to modern jazz, hip-hop and even a salsa group. The hip-hop and salsa routines featured the most members on the stage at a time, and the seven set long Hip-Hop Act was clearly a crowd favorite. This show even invited in guest performers Puro Ritmo (Pure Rhythm), a subdivision from the Arcadia Latino Association in their reggaeton, merenage and salsa performances.
The third annual Frost Fest took place Friday, December 9th just before the start of quiet hours. SPB started the program as a way for students to relax before the start of Fall semester finals. Even though snow canceled school for the day, it did not cancel the event or scare away the crowd. This year there were two groups, Toothpick and Impulse. Toothpick was supposed to perform with his band but they got snowed in so he relied on his charm and soft rock-rapping talent to get him through his set. By the sounds of the crowd it worked. But the reaction he got was nothing compared to the energy and love felt for Impulse. The 4-man acapella group wowed the crowd with their classically trained voices and boyish good looks. All in all, the event allowed students to forget about the stress of finals and relax for some good music in the Chat.
The Student Alumni Ambassadors (SAA) held their annual Coffeehouse on November 4th. (The first coffeehouse at Arcadia, back in the days of Beaver, and is the only one to still serve coffee.) The show featured bands, solo singers/songwriters, pianists and poets, Arcadia students, friends, and professors. The tables were even covered with paper so people could draw on them.

The Coffeehouse opened and closed with campus bands, first Haydren's Wall with sophomore Mike Newsman on lead guitar and vocals. The show closed with sophomore Dave Craig's band Phoenix Dawn, who gave an exhilarating performance.
Officially not having a football team, Homecoming Weekend has always been non-existent for Arcadia students. Then some students lead by Sonya Costa and Campus Activities Programmer Julie Kirschner made a dream come true for many - the dream of playing American football on the soccer field.

The November 11th weekend started with a football-themed dance sponsored by SFB, where school supplies could be donated to Hurricane Katrina victims.

Saturday brought the tournament with about ten teams competing for a trophy and the chance to be Arcadia Flag Football Champions.

Sunday was the powderpuff game with juniors versus seniors (the juniors won).

Monday concluded the weekend with the showing of the Eagles-Cowboys game in the Chat.
Arcadia Rocks

Battle of the Bands

Locals Night
The mission of Arcadia Theatre is to provide our students and the community with a season of productions that demonstrate the rigorous four-year sequence of course studies in the theatre program at Arcadia University.

2005-2006 Productions from Left to Right: Buried Child, Electra, Keely and Du, The Little Shop of Horrors, Picasso at the Lapine Agile, Savage in Limbo, Beaver Broadway
RHC Spring Cotillion
The Spring Fling events started on Thursday, April 20th, with the RHC sponsored Lip Sync. This year’s winners were Knight Club “Boots” in first place, Liquid Dreams in second, and Knight Club “Battle of the Sexes” in 3rd.

The Junior Class proved unbeatable, winning Arcadia’s first jelly tug-of-war contest, sponsored by SAA, that kicked off the Blitz events on Friday, April 21.

Blitz was held in the Alumni Gymnasium and featured large inflatables, club organized crafts and activities, and a “Welcome to the Jungle” theme.
Blitz 2006 "Welcome to the Jungle"
Spring Fling
Saturday & Sunday

This year's Woodstock featured the bands Al Star, Sunday Driver, Fooling Gravity, and Fooling April. There was a vast selection of things to do during the band breakdown setups. People had the choice of getting their adrenaline pumped up as they prepared to take on the 20' Velcro Wall or they could challenge a rival to see who could conquer the man-eating sharks and stranded floats of the Treasure of the Caribbean obstacle course. The day ended with the Woodstock Video Dance featuring a 15' screen with the video playing to each song that was played.

Sunday's Day of Percussion was a new addition to the list of Spring Fling events with two musical groups, Impulse and Recycled Percussion. Impulse is a four-man acapella group that incorporates soloists with vocal percussion using only their mouths and microphones and singing anything from pop to country to Queen's fat bottom girls. Recycled Percussion is a group of three drummers and a DJ who make mind-blowing percussion out of sinks, pipes, buckets, trashcans, canisters, jack hammers and a jaw-dropping routine using three ladders. Both groups were a lot of fun to watch and made a great ending to the Spring Fling Weekend.
In March, Arcadia welcomed distinguished speaker, Carol Gilligan, an American feminist ethicist and psychologist, who spoke about the role of women in creating a sustainable world.

Among the many spring events were a visit from author, Carol Gilligan, Vagina Monologues performances, Student Leadership & Club Night, and Late Night Breakfast.
Spring Community Service

Top Row: Dr. Suess Day
Middle Row: Spring Break Trip to Louisiana, Katrina Relief
Bottom row: Spring Break Trip to Mexico

Cindy Rubino and Mike Fox
Candids
Greetings From

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
Arcadia has more than 40 student clubs and organizations and new ones can easily be created with the help of the Student Activities Office. These can change based upon semester and student interest. Although there are no formal non-academic fraternities or sororities on campus, for the first time in a long time the debate was brought up this year. A special task force comprised of staff and students from all sides of the argument was formed. Recommendations from the three main student governing bodies needed to be made. Debates were brought up in Student Government Organization, Residence Hall Council and the Commuter Student Association. As of the end of the year, students seemed to vote them down, but an official University stance will come from the Board of Trustees.

Best Wishes!
The clubs and organizations listed on these pages were registered as active in 2005-2006 through the Student Activities Office.
Media Groups

AUTV
The Arc
Gargoyle - Literary Magazine
The Erthymion Yearbook
The Tower Student Newspaper

Music

Concert Ensemble
Exalted Movements - Arcadia's Gospel Choir
Knight Club (Dance Team)
Rockapela

Religious

Arcadia Christian Fellowship (ACF)
Hillel (Jewish Student Organization)
Newman Club (Catholic Organization)

Special Interest

Amnesty International
Arcadia Special Athletes Association (ASAA)
Habitat for Humanity
PEERS
Politically Incorrect
Rotaract
Society for Castle Restoration (SCR)
Student Activist Club
Students Against Destructive Decisions (SADD)
Student Alumni Ambassadors (SAA)
PEERS was founded to educate and inform the Arcadia University community about issues related to the use and abuse of alcohol and other drugs, as well as other important issues facing college students today. Through formal programming, discussions, and educational and social activities, the group's goal is to promote awareness and discussion of these issues.

We, a group of actively involved individuals at Arcadia University, are striving to increase the involvement of commuter students so that every student, whether resident or commuter, can receive the whole university experience, rather than the academic experience exclusively. Our goals are to help bridge the gap between residential and commuter students by providing opportunities for the two groups to meet and interact and to serve as a liaison and resource to assist commuter students at Arcadia University who wish to play an active role in the community.

The purpose of Rotaract is to provide an opportunity for students to enhance the knowledge and skills that will assist them in personal development, to address the physical and social needs of their communities, and to promote better relations between all people worldwide through a framework of friendship and service. Members of Rotaract engage in service activities on a local and global level.
The executive members of PEERS.

PEERS seeks to educate students on important issues.

Rotaract during the holiday season, reading to sing carols.

Rotaract Club has been recognized for efforts outside the Arcadia community.

The CSA is always looking for fun ways to get commuters' attention.
International Club

This club is organized to welcome international students in the Arcadia University community; to promote understanding of other cultures; to provide opportunities for both American and international students to interact and to learn to recognize and accept one another as individuals; and to sponsor activities to encourage the realization of the above-mentioned aims; and to provide additional opportunities for the international students to practice their conversational English and to learn about American customs.

APC Radio Club

The Arc is a non-profit radio station operated for Arcadia University. It broadcasts music, news, and sports, provides entertainment, public information of interest to the students of Arcadia University, and provides a forum for intellectual discussions.

Student Programming Board

SPB strives to provide events that meet the social, educational and cultural needs of the diverse university community while offering various opportunities for student involvement and leadership.
Every semester, SPB holds a retreat to bond and to make goals.

International Club's Celebrating Cultures won Educational Program of the Year from Student Activities and has also become a student favorite tradition.

Formerly WBVR, ARC, Arcadia's Radio Club came back strong this year.

SPB has to do a lot of behind-the-scenes work for their events, even if it's making cookies.

ARC broadcasted live from several events this year on their internet radio site.
Arcadia Christian Fellowship
Arcadia Christian Fellowship, an inter-denominational Christian ministry to college students, is part of a worldwide organization. As an active group on campus, we hold weekly gatherings featuring speakers on various topics, as well as other events. We also provide several small groups that study different topics and books of the Bible. We participate in week-long and weekend conferences and retreats with other area colleges and universities. We offer many opportunities for students to come and ask questions about God as well as opportunities to learn and grow in faith in God. All interested Arcadia students are welcome to attend.

Arcadia Special Athletes Association
The Arcadia Special Athletes Association (ASAA) aims to promote a stronger awareness and interest in exceptional individuals in the community. The organization will provide the opportunity to become involved with individuals who are exceptional through special athletics and social events.

Kollel
The name of the organization is B'Nai B'rith Hillel Foundation of Arcadia University. The purpose of Hillel is to provide various aspects of Jewish culture and life to interested students in the university community. Arcadia University Hillel is a part of Multi Campus Hillel, a unique Jewish organization which brings together college students from eleven universities in the greater Philadelphia area. Through the college network, students have the opportunity to come together and explore Jewish life by participating in social, educational and cultural programs. Events are planned and implemented by student committees and have immense potential.
ASM has so many facets of being Jewish, including the food.

BETWEEN: Hillel helps Arcadia identify with the many facets of being Jewish, including the food.

The Sukkot celebration was one of the events that Hillel organized.

BETWEEN AND LEFT: ACF seeks to help students get in touch with their spiritual side.

ABOVE AND LEFT: The AGAA puts on many events, on and off campus, that reach out to the local community and encourages fun and awareness for all involved.

ABOVE: The AGAA has inspired so many, even alums come back to help out with the club activities.
Gargoyle Literary Magazine

Gargoyle's purpose is the creation of a publication showcasing the creative literary and visual works of the Arcadia University community. The main activities of the organization will be the solicitation, gathering and compiling of works from the University. A publication displaying these works will be created either once or twice annually. In addition, the club may sponsor activities to enrich the literary community of the institution. Any Arcadia student, faculty or staff member may submit work to the magazine for publication.

Student Alumni Ambassadors

The purposes of SAA are to stimulate the interest of undergraduate students in the service and advancement of Arcadia University and to further the feeling of loyalty and fellowship among the University, students and alumni. SAA shall provide such services and programs as it sees fit in the exercise of these purposes. SAA assists the Alumni Office with the programs and services it offers to Arcadia University alumni.

Rockapella

The purpose of this organization is to provide a student-directed, student-run a cappella ensemble.
RIGHT AND BELOW:
Rockapella prepares for a concert off campus.

BETWEEN:
Single knows how to eat and how to have fun.

ABOVE:
One thing a media club needs is to support its staff.

BETWEEN:
Many of SAA's activities are community service based.

ABOVE AND LEFT:
Through activities with Alumni, SAA strives to bring together Arcadia's past and present.
Greetings From

ATHLETICS
For the 2005-2006 Season, Arcadia participated in NCAA Division III and was a member of the Pennsylvania Athletic Conference (PAC). All coaches are made available on and off the field to help students become athletes while still remaining students. Past accomplishments include 4 All Conference players in both Field Hockey and Women’s Soccer; Men’s Soccer won Conference Championship, nationally and regionally ranked, very competitive. Softball program. Intramural Sports are also available and vary by semester and expressed student interest. Students may also compete in three of the club sports including Cross Country, Equestrian and Cheerleading.

Go Knights!

Best Wishes!
Rick Brownell Arcadia's part-time women's soccer coach for the past three seasons, has been promoted to full-time Women's Soccer and Golf Coach. Rick lead the team to the PAC Championship in Fall 2005 and to the NCAA tournament, the team's first NCAA appearance since 2001.

Tom Carlin, Men's Soccer Coach at Arcadia for the past six seasons, has been appointed as Assistant Men's Soccer Coach at Northwestern University. Carlin was Assistant Women's Soccer Coach for one season and has been the head coach of the men's soccer team for the past six seasons. In his first year as head coach, he led the men's soccer team to the Championship game in the PAC in 2000. His teams won the PAC Championship in 2001, 2002 and 2004, made the PAC playoffs in 2003 and 2005, and earned three NCAA Division III Championship berths.
Final Records

Women's Soccer 13-6-2, 7-3 PAC  2005 PAC Champions
Men's Soccer  13-4-3, 8-1 PAC

Men's Soccer Team
After a rough season, the Women's Tennis team capped it off with a 5-4 win over Chestnut Hill.

Arcadia men's tennis wrapped up 2006 PAC season by defeating Wesley 5-2. The win put AU in 4th place overall in the 2006 PAC going into the PAC tournament.
Final Records

Women's Tennis
2-15, 1-10 PAC

Men's Tennis
8-4, 53 PAC
The Lady Knights honored their seniors by winning their final collegiate game as they defeated visiting Cedar Crest 63-55. The Knights were led by Becky Soda '05 who finished with 15 points and 5 rebounds and Amanda Holroyd '05 who added 14 points and 9 rebounds in their final college performances. Soda finishes her career as the program's all-time leading scorer with 1,311 points.

The Men's Basketball team ended their regular season with a victory over Gwynedd Mercy. And advanced to the second round of PAC Championships.
Final Records

Women's Basketball
12-13, 7-9 PAC

Men's Basketball
16-11, 13-5 PAC
Arcadia's swimmers not only made it to the season finale Cabrini Classic, they also set many personal best times and came home with 31 mugs — one for each swimmer who placed first. Michele McCandless '08 set a new record in the 100-meter freestyle with a time of 58.16. Brendon Peters '08 and Laurence "LJ" Morgan tied for male swimmer of the meet honors. Vinnie Knoll gets the Iron Man award.

Congratulations to outside hitter Bridget Hunsinger '08 who was named to the Second Team All-PAC. Maci Masca'06 was selected as an honorable mention. The 2005 All-PAC Volleyball Sportmanship Team was named today as well and Sam Schadd '09 was the Arcadia representative to this team.
Final Records

Swimming
3-6 Men, 45 Women

Volleyball
13-15, 3-7 PAC
The 2005 All-PAC Field Hockey Team was represented by two Arcadia players, Megan Leadbeater '06 and Nicole Qualis '06 who were named to the first team. Qualis was also honored as a member of the All-PAC sportsmanship team.

The women's Lacrosse Team started their 2006 season with a win over Immaculata, but unfortunately were unable to carry that momentum through the rest of the season. Losing only two seniors to graduation, the team has higher hopes for next year.
Final Records

Field Hockey
6-11, 5-6 PAC

Lacrosse
1-11, 1-9 PAC
Arcadia's baseball team advanced all the way to the PAC Championships in Boyertown, PA. A strong pitching performance by Gwynedd-Mercy's Josh Thomas kept the Knights in check as Arcadia (27-14) fell 12-4 putting an end to the 2005-06 campaign.

The Knights Softball team finished their regular season sweeping non-conference opponent DeSales 6-2 and 6-5 to finish the season with a mark of 33-7 and moving on to the PAC Playoffs.
Final Records

Baseball  27-14, 183 PAC
Softball   33-7, 16-4 PAC
The Equestrian Club provides students interested in horseback riding with a chance to engage in the following activities: ride for pleasure, receive professional instruction and compete in intercollegiate horse shows. Membership is open to all interested students.

Cheerleading Knights promote spirit throughout the campus community. They cheer for both men's and women's basketball and will be competing for the first time this year.
Effective August 1, 2007, the presidents of the Middle Atlantic States Collegiate Athletic Corporation (MASCAC) have voted unanimously to offer membership to Arcadia University in the Freedom and Middle Atlantic Conferences. "Arcadia University is pleased to be a new member of the MASCAC. Membership in the MASCAC allows us to expand our recruiting visibility to a broader geographic region as our student-athletes compete with others from institutions of high academic caliber," says Arcadia President Jerry M. Greiner.
Congratulations to all the 2005-2006 Teams

Go Knights!
Greetings From

Seniors
Roughly 30+ classes, at least 128 credits and countless amounts of trips to Wawa and here we are. We are no longer seniors, we are graduates. The Class of 2006, with our class identity, football cheers, willingness to ask for more and only settling when it's on an option we chose. This section of the book is for you. Pages that capture a minute fraction of what it means to be a senior at Arcadia University. From Scotland or London to the Kuch gym, remember it all and take it with you wherever you go.

Best Wishes!
As I write this letter, I have enjoyed many of the spring traditions along side you for the past two, three or four years. I have seen many of you smile and actually understand some of your tears as well. Individually and collectively you have made your mark on this campus in many wonderful ways. You have energized others, started new organizations, supported your peers and inspired those who will follow in your footsteps. I have had the wonderful pleasure of being at this institution for the past 17 years. Each year around this time, I struggle to think about how the next group of leaders will fill the shoes of those who are graduating. How will those juniors and sophomores know to step in and make a difference as the group they are following did? This year is no exception. I am already looking forward to the 2011 reunion when you will come back and I hope you are still here. I do mean CLASS. I am already looking forward to the 2011 reunion when you will fill me in on how you are doing. Please do. Call, email, and by all means come back to visit often. Arcadia is a special place because of the people who are part of it. It is a better place because you joined us and have been an integral part of this outstanding community. Thank you for deciding to be a member of the Arcadia University community. Thank you for your contribution to the Arcadia legacy.

Jan Walbert
Vice President for Student Affairs
Tiffany Barth  
Early Childhood/Elem. Ed.

Amanda Bator  
Graphic Design

Kelsey Beers  
Early Childhood/Elem. Ed.

Faith Behum  
Sociology

John Bellis  
Psychology

Alex Benjamin  
Psychology

Ashley Bergold  
Psychology

Deanna Bibighaus  
Psychology

Stephanie Blake  
Business Administration
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Kajette Bloomfield
Art History

Chrissy Bonaccorsi
Art Therapy

Kerry Bonner
Sociology

Carmen Boriqua
Elementary Education

Dan Bradley
Mathematics

Dannah Bradney
Spanish

Amanda Bramble
Elementary Education

Erin Brandt
Psychology

Shaira Brereton
Corporate Communications
Theresa Cappeci  
Political Science

Melissa Carnival  
Interior Design

Courtney Carrano  
Psychobiology

Lauren Cavanagh  
Graphic Design

Brunilda Cepele  
Chemistry

Yogita Chablani  
Interior Design

Rita Christopher  
Psychology

Tanya Chupka  
History

Melissa Clark  
Elementary Education
Kim DeJesus
Int. Business and Culture

Jessica DeJoseph
Business Administration

Joan Delapaz Hellmer
Int. Business and Culture

Joseph DeLuccia
Graphic Design

Michelle Derr
Psychology

Stephanie Doyle
Elementary Education

Alisa Duca
Marketing/ Bus. Admin.

Nancy Dugan
Biology

Jason Dwyer
Biology
Jia Dyer
Health Administration

Melanie Eaton
Psychology

Elias Edjo
Business Administration

Duane English
Graphic Design

Gia Esposito
Corporate Communications

Kelly Fieni
Marketing

Meghaan Figgs
Biology

Carla Fletcher
Political Science

Anthony Ford
Video Communications
Amy Franks
Psychobiology

Erin-Marie Fullen
Early Childhood/Elem. Ed.

Lisa Furry
Graphic Design

Andrea Fuse
Biology

Timothy Gaudreau
Political Science

David Gee
Philosophy

Meg George
Painting

Mark Gillespie
Business Administration

Abigail Gohn
Elementary Education
Loretta Kelly
English

Nimma Khatri
Biology

Becky Kimble
Elementary Education

Ricard Knight
Psychobiology

Eric Kosterich
Business Administration

Leah Kowalski
English

Jennifer Kozlowski
Psychobiology

Lauren Kretschman
Business Administration

Jenn Kulik
Biology
Shannon Kulp
Graphic Design

Amanda Labadie
Scientific Illustration

Amber LaJeunesse
Sociology

Bill Langdon
Biology

Fred Lazzati
Print Communications

Megan Leadbeater
Early Childhood/Elem. Ed.

Sherry A. Link
Metals & Jewelry/Art Ed.

Enisa Liti
Int. Business and Culture

Katie Lomberk
Chemistry
Gwynne McCormick
Corporate Communications

Kevin McElvaney
English

Philip McHugh
History

Gina McKendry
Biology

Auteeka McLeod
Business Administration

Karen Mejia
Political Science

Lauren Mennes
Psychology

Wesly Michel
Business Administration

Alessandra Migliaccio
Health Administration
Communication

Caitlin Mizaniin
Psychology

Idroma Montgomery
Sociology

Yolanda Moore
Accounting

Sandy Moreas
Graphic Design

Alyson Moulne
Early Childhood/Elem. Ed.

Damah Mugrauer
Sociology

Jeniffer Mull
Psychology

Phoebe Murer
Art Therapy
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Gina Muscara
Biology

Ruth Nelson
Health Administration

Nick Ntelekos
Accounting

Joey Nuccio
Accounting

Owen O'Connell
Psychology

Natalie O'Hara
Spanish

Emily Oliver
Psychology

Aubree Olson
Biology

Ashley Overdorf
Liberal Studies Biology
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Stephanie E. Quaille
Biology/Spanish

Nicole Qualls
Corporate Communications

Claire Quigley
English

Michelle Quinn
Early Childhood/Elem. Ed.

Dorothea Renner
Pers/Human Resource Adm.

Jennifer Rice
Spanish

Melanie Richeda
Early Childhood/Elem. Ed.

Kristen Riley
Ind Print Com./Graphic Design

Cheryl Rossini
Early Childhood/Elem. Ed.
Anna Rubinov
Finance

Tiana M. Sawyer
Graphic Design

Angela Scarpaci
Interior Design

Laura Schisler
Elementary Education

Gina Schofield
Printmaking

Kristin Schweizer
Early Childhood/Elem. Ed.

Olga Shifk
Biology

Joshua Silvester
Graphic Design

Jessica Siros
Early Childhood/Elem. Ed.
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Shanita Walker
Painting

Jennifer Weckselblatt
Emily Weideman
Political Science

Michelle Wescott
Nicole White
Meredith Wiesner
Graphic Design
Ceramics
Elementary Education

Kate Wojcik
Catherine Yacobucci
Christen Yakabosky
Art Therapy
Psychology
Chemistry Chem. Professions
Jo Yobb  
Social Science Education

Jillian Young  
Psychology

Kate Zanoni  
English

Diana Zeminski  
Education

Sarah Bowers  
Elementary Education

Vivian Brew  
Applied Social Science

Maria Brown  
Video Communications

Christopher Britt  
Health Administration

Rebecca Brown  
Mathematics

Monika Budz  
Int. Business and Culture

Steven Calamito  
Health Administration

Robert Cang  
Biology

Jane-Rebecca Carinarella  
English

Wei-Feng Chiang  
Mathematics

Jane Cho  
Video Communications

Jennifer Christensen  
Psychology

Rianonna Ciaranca  
Elementary Education

Jennie Coates  
Interior Design

Daniel Cohen  
Elementary Education

Megan Coonley  
Painting

Ashley Dalsey  
Psychology

Amanda Darmron  
Art Therapy

Eileen Davis  
Psychology

Thomas DeCicco  
Business Administration

Maria DeGeorge  
Liberal Studies/Social Science

Jeannie Marie DeMito  
Business Administration

Kristina DeMuro  
Undeclared

Danilo Diaz  
Sociology

Cheryl Diks  
Sociology

Jaime Dougherty  
Business Administration

Donna Echols  
Undeclared

Kaylyn Fain  
Sociology
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Jo Yobb
Social Science Education

Jillian Young
Psychology

Kate Zanoni
English

Diana Zeminski
Education

Sarah Bowers
Elementary Education

Vivian Brew
Applied Social Science

Maria Briones
Video Communications

Christopher Britt
Health Administration

Rebecca Brown
Mathematics

Monika Budz
Int. Business and Culture

Steven Calamito
Health Administration

Robert Cang
Biology

Jane-Rebecca Carinarella
English

Wei-Feng Chiang
Mathematics

Jane Cho
Video Communications

Jennifer Christensen
Psychology

Rhannon Ciaranca
Elementary Education

Jennie Coates
Interior Design

Daniel Cohen
Elementary Education

Megan Cooley
Elementary Education

Ashley Dalsey
Interior Design

Amanda Damron
Elementary Education

Eileen Davis
Painting

Thomas DeCicco
Psychology

Maria DeGeorge
Art Therapy

Jeannie Marie DeMito
Psychology

Kristina DeMuro
Art Therapy

Danilo Diaz
Sociology

Cheryl Diks
Business Administration

Jaime Dougherty
Undeclared

Donna Echols
Sociology

Kaylyn Fan
Sociology
Senior Camera Shy

Daniel Fassel
Heather Felker
Patti Fletcher
Samuel Flores Tobon
Bridget Folin
Rachelle Fox
Heidi Fries
Carolee Gaboda
Stephen Gallo
Amber Geler
Melissa Giampaolo
Katherine Gillette
Tara Gleason
Nina Goldsmith
Nissa Gowat
Kristen Griffin
Larissa Gunco
Lara Haagen
Michael Hagdorn
Karen Hartzell-Muth
Eric Hawthorn
Louis Herbet
Laura Herzberger
Sean Hess
Johanna Hibbs
Felicia Hicks
Lauren Higgins
Caroline Hoos
Kalyne Hope
Helene Hopkins
Lyndsay Hopkins
Stephen Hopkins
Claudia Horner
Psychology
Psychology
Liberal Studies
Int. Business and Culture
Psychology
Bus. Admin.
Biology
Sociology
Bus. Admin.
Biology
Psychology
Biological Science
Accounting
Painting
Interior Design
Liberal Studies
Psychology
Art Therapy
Business Administration
Liberal Studies
English
History
Biology
Computer Science
Art History
Sociology
English
Psychobiology
Scientific Illustration
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Psychology
Accounting
Charles Illingworth
Keena Jackson
Alaina Johns
Kerry Jones
Jennifer Kemmerer
Maura Kennedy
Sudan Khan
Vincent Knoll
Eric Kosterich
Melissa Landis
Sara Landis
Amy Lehman
Timothy Lindell
Matthew Love
Drew Lundberg
Nicole Lunemann
Maria Maneos-Cohen
Arielle Martone
Recy Mathews
Suzanne Matlock
Vanessa Mayer
Brandon Mazzie
Thomas McCaffery
Meloni McCormick
Briann McDonough
Jamie McGuire
Sarah McNicol
Christian Mills
Kayleen Mogren
Nancy Molsok
Jamie Moore
Jennifer Myers
Courtney Nash
Theater Arts/English
Liberal Studies
Theater Arts/English
English
Photography
Political Science
Corporate Communications
Sociology
Business Administration
Early Childhood/Elem. Ed.
Theater Arts/English
Biology
Computer Science
Psychology
History
Business Administration
Painting
Biology
Health Administration
Scientific Illustration
Early Childhood/Elem. Ed.
Business Administration
Mathematics
Ceramics
Print Communications
Interior Design
Political Science
Accounting
Scientific Illustration
Digital Media
Liberal Studies
Art Therapy
English
London Preview offers students an opportunity to visit a major world capital for only $245. This includes air and ground transportation, hostel accommodation and programmed activities. The trip is designed to be fun and educational. Students get to visit the theatre, historic sites, cathedrals, museums, neighborhoods, and more. There is also plenty of free time where students can explore till they drop! Some favorite sights include the London Eye, St. Paul's Cathedral, Tower of London & Tower Bridge, Buckingham Palace, Big Ben, Abbey Road, and so much more it's hard to fit it all in one week. During its inaugural year in 1994 there were 140 student participants; in 2003, 250 students went on the London Preview.
Buckingham Palace

Buckingham Palace is the official London residence of the British monarch. The Palace is a setting for state occasions and royal entertaining, a base for all officially visiting Heads of State, and a major tourist attraction.

Abbey Road

Abbey Road runs through the suburb of St. John's Wood. As a result of its association with The Beatles, this section of Abbey Road has been featured on the London tourism circuit. The zebra crosswalk featured on the Beatles cover has become a popular photo-op area.

London Eye

The British Airways London Eye is the first-built and largest observation wheel in the world standing 135 metres (443 feet) high on the South Bank of the River Thames.
Due to the popularity of the Preview and the large size of the Class of 2006, a Scotland Preview for 50 students was added. Like London Preview, the cost of the trip was $245, including air and ground transportation, hostel accommodation and programmed activities. Some of the possible sites to be seen on Scotland Preview are the Historic city of Edinburgh and its castle, the coastal city of St. Andrews, Firth of Forth Activities Center on the Shores of Loch Tay, and the Glasgow School of Art.

Students also get to experience authentic Scottish culture such as a Haggis meal, Whiskey tasting, and a traditional dance celebration called a ceilidh.
ST is a celebration that starts the Senior’s countdown to Graduation.

The Alumni Fund Walk of Pride is an exquisite pedestrian walkway constructed of interlocking paving stones, suitable for engraving. The Alumni Fund Walk of Pride begins at the Grey Towers Castle, winds past the Weising Well and ends at newly renovated Dining Hall Complex. Located at the very center of Arcadia’s campus and created to complement the surroundings and grounds, this walkway offers a unique opportunity to recognize Arcadia University’s loyal alumni. Now, and for decades to come, alumni can be a visible part of the daily life on campus by inscribing their names on one of the walkway’s pavers. Alumni who have not yet celebrated their fifth reunion are invited to purchase pavers on the Alumni Fund Walk of Pride through the Senior Class Challenge Program. All these young alumni have to do is make consecutive annual gifts to the Alumni Fund. If their gifts total $125 by the fifth reunion, they will automatically qualify for an inscribed paver.
One Last Farewell
CLASS OF 2006

Senior Week

Field Day

Phillies Game
Dave & Buster's
Senior Week

New York

Atlantic City
Spirit of Philadelphia
While at Arcadia, you have been challenged to achieve your full potential and recognize your ability and responsibility to make choices that affect the future of your world. Through interactions with faculty, staff and peers representing a diversity of cultural backgrounds, you have gained self-confidence and respect for others, learned by using the latest technologies, and acquired essential skills and knowledge that have prepared you for a rich and meaningful life,” said Lois Haber, Chair of Arcadia’s Board of Trustees, in welcoming the graduates to two ceremonies, one for master’s candidates on May 18 and one for bachelor’s candidates on May 19.

One-third of the bachelor’s recipients have studied abroad in one of 18 countries, including Australia, Italy, China and Greece. Master’s candidates have studied in countries such as Tanzania, Northern Ireland, the Czech Republic and Spain.
Amber LaJeunesse, President of the Class of 2006, needed more than visual aids or Power Point to show off the class gift to the University at the Undergraduate Commencement on May 19. And even without a white horse to ride in on, the gift made a dazzling display in its shining armor. The suit of armor, to be inhabited by future generations of students, is Arcadia's new "mascot." He'll (or she'll) be available to cheer on fellow Arcadia Knights and welcome new students to Arcadia.
Greetings From

ADS FOR CRADS
College passes so quickly. Before we know it the exams, the 5 chapters we still haven’t read, the fights, the memories all get stored away. We can only imagine how quickly it passes for those who love us and have watched us grow. From our first step to our walk across the stage. From our first word to our first apartment. Our loved ones support us in an infinite amount of ways - financially, physically and emotionally. Good Luck to grads and thanks to their supporters!

Best Wishes!
Dear Katie,

We are very proud of your work at Arcadia University! You had the opportunity to study abroad and certainly did! Your passport didn’t ever get dusty!

Congratulations on your achievements in the fields of Mathematics and Chemistry!

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Scott and Luke

---

Dear Janine,

Right before our eyes the crying little First Grader who didn’t want to go to school has grown into a remarkable young woman anxious to start her teaching career. We are all very proud of you and all of your accomplishments. Good luck in the future and we hope that all your dreams come true. May you touch the lives of your students the way your teachers have touched yours.

We Love You Very Much,
Mom, Dad, Ali, John
The Bell & Venditti Families

---

Congratulations Sons!!

Brookes Hayward

Nathan Hayward

You embraced the challenge and gained success. May all your accomplishments be the building blocks to a future filled with hope, alive with passion and the realization of your dreams. Wishing you God’s best always,

Love Mum, Dad, Jessica, Ben and Elca.
Dear Faith, You have always been our shining star. Your accomplishments on the ice and in the gym combine with your academic excellence. We are so proud of you. Love, Mom, Dad and Matt

It seems like yesterday that you had your “first graduation.” You were beautiful then and you have only continued to be more so. Congratulations on this wonderful achievement. I love you “best in the world.”
A stellar performance, Miss Courtney! From your glowing grades to co-founding The Knight Club; from your induction into Psi Chi Honor Society to performance after amazing performance in every dance show; from such creative choreography to your work with needy children at Wordsworth; from making it there and back by yourself to a country so far away that when we called, it was tomorrow, to phone calls from there complete with your most entertaining Australian bird call imitations – all have been such a pleasure to share with you! Continue enjoying life and using your gifts wisely.

God bless & Much love,

Mommy, Daddy, Jerzy, Jamie + Nana (and of course, Schnitzel)
Dearest Gia,

What an adventure awaits you! Relish it, embrace it, "follow your bliss"!
May you grow in wisdom; may you find fulfillment in serving others as you serve
yourself; may you love and be loved.

To you, your friends, and fellow graduates: Congratulations! A job well done!
You have been an incredible teacher, Gia, our greatest joy, and our richest treasure.
Our love always, Mom and Dad
You came into our lives, this beautiful baby girl and showed us what love truly is. All our dreams came true. We turned around and you were starting school. You were your own person, always doing your best in school and sports. All our dreams came true.

We sent you off to college, you said you wanted to become a Teacher. And before our eyes you changed from a beautiful young girl, into a beautiful, confidant, woman with hopes and dreams of her own. All our dreams came true.

Lauren we hope all the dreams you dream come true. We are so proud of you.

Love,
Dad, Mom and Dan
Erin Brandt

Congratulations Erin!
In a flash this baby gazing intently at the world has grown into an accomplished, independent young woman. The adventure has only just begun. We wish for you loyal friends, exciting travels and success in whatever path you choose. You are truly a citizen of the world, and it's yours to explore.
Love from Mum, Becca, Naaman and Grandma Elwin

Nicholas P. Camiel
*Dost thou love life? Then do not squander time; for that's the stuff life is made of.* - Benjamin Franklin
Nick, you have built a great foundation for your future. The sky is the limit for you. Congratulations, you have earned it and we are very proud of you and your accomplishments.
Love, Mom, Dad, Steve and your family

Megan Corcoran

Megan, you are a joy to us. Your future is boundless. We know whatever you do you will put your whole heart and soul into it. We are very proud of you.
Love Always, Mom and Dad.

Amanda Bramble

When we see the woman you've become, we are overwhelmed with pride. You own gifts will take you to places you never thought possible. They will brighten this world with the same excitement we feel when we see all that you have accomplished.
We love you very much.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Tony, and Gia
Dear Amanda,
It's easy to see by your loving family, what a special young woman you've turned out to be. We're proud of you and wish you nothing but success.

With much love,
Mom, Dad, Nana & Marc

Brianna,
We are thrilled beyond measure that through your very hard work and determination, you have earned this college degree. You have gained much knowledge and acquired more experience than we could imagine and with all your world travels, you have grown self confident and strong. Yet you still view your world with wide-eyed awe.
Every day we feel blessed that you are in our lives - you are such a joy! Good luck and God Bless!

We love you, Mom and Dad

CONGRATULATIONS!

Jennifer Hoetzel

Jennifer,
From the first day of kindergarten through your last day of college you have always made me so proud and have brought so much joy into my life.
I could not ask for a better daughter. I know your father is smiling down and very proud of you too. Beaner, no matter what you do in life I know you will be successful. I am so happy for you.
I love you more then words can say.

MOM
Dear Meg,

You arrived as a beautiful curly headed individual with boundless energy and personality. Throughout your life, you looked up to us. Now, we look up to you as you have grown into a lovely young woman whose inner beauty is beyond compare.

We love you,
Mom and Dad

Then, now, and always...we are so proud of our girl!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Glen, and Amy

Margaret E. George
(Meg)

As you complete this wonderful chapter in your life. The world of opportunities is before you.

-May the Lord and our Love be with you on your new journey to come.

Love, Mom, Dad, Perry, Allison, Kathryn, Peter, Family & Friends

Nicoletta Marie Canaras
May you embrace your graduation day with all the memories of yesterday, the hopes of today, and the promises of accomplishments for each tomorrow.

We’re so proud of everything you’ve accomplished. We Love You,
Dad, Mom & Melissa

Congratulations, Erin!
I’m so very proud of you. Best wishes for much success and happiness – you deserve it.
All My Love, Mom

Your passionate efforts to always do your best have made you an inspiration on how to live life to the fullest. Please never lose your passion for life. Continue to make the world a little better one day at a time. We are very proud of you, our princess,
Love, Mom & Dad
As you start your journey as an Educator remember that Nice Matters. Remember you will learn as much from your students as you teach them. Remember never lose your sense of wonder. Look at everything as if you are seeing it for the first time. And always dance like no ones watching!! You are a gift to all that you know. Thank you for the joy you bring to our family.

We love you forever and always,
Mom, Dad, Brad, Buttercup, Poogie, Mimi, Walker; Cheerio, Twix, Dumpling, and perfect Penelope.

Dear Kelsey,
As always you have made us very proud. You are a blessing in every way. You have grown into a wonderful young woman. You now have all the tools you need to build a bright future not only for yourself but also from the students you will teach.
Anthony Ford

To the best son anyone could be blessed with,
Best wishes on whatever endeavors you undertake. I am so very proud and happy to call you my son.

Best Wishes.
Love Your Father,
Anthony D. Roacle

Ashley Overdorff

Ashley my precious baby girl.
My years with you have gone by much too fast. Following your footsteps through life have taught me so much about myself. You would awake every day with a renewed zest for life. It seemed closing your eyes at night was such a waste of time for you.

I must now cut another apron string and share you with the world. Your enthusiasm, determination and education will offer the universe one of its most passionate, beautiful and inspiring individuals. Look out world! Take care of my baby girl!

Love, Your Mama

Kerry Kathryn Bonner

May the road rise to meet you.
May the wind be always at your back.
May the sun shine warm on your face.
And the rain fall soft upon your fields.
And may God keep you in the Hollow of his hands.

Proud Parents
Jim and Janice

Loving Brother
James

CONGRATULATIONS:
"So quick has time passed" – Dad
"You’re a ‘big girl’ now" – Mom
“Good luck” – James
To a wonderful daughter and a fantastic sister, congratulations on achieving this great success. We are all so proud of your accomplishment at Arcadia. You are the third generation of our extended family to attend Arcadia/Beaver. We are thrice-blessed by your happiness and talent. We look forward to your bright future filled with challenges and exciting opportunities.

GO ARCADIA.

All our love
Mom, Dad, Meghan, Richard, Daisy and T Bone
Congratulations Jamie, We can’t begin to tell you how proud we are of all that you have accomplished and the man that you have become. Your hard work and discipline have paid off. Believe in yourself, in your abilities, your talents and your knowledge. With the foundation that you have built there is no goal in life that you cannot achieve.

All Our love, Mom & Dad
Congratulations Jessica, May you always look back with happiness and pride on all of the goals that you have accomplished and the wonderful woman that you have become. Listen to your heart, follow your dreams and reach for the stars. May your future be filled with exciting new experiences and challenges. We are very proud of you.

All Our love, Mom & Dad
Dear Carly,
Look to the ones who love you, for the greatest pride in your accomplishments, look to the scenes around you, to judge the distance of your journey, the positive influence of your actions can always be noticed in those you've mentored and led, you are recognized, appreciated and loved.

Congratulations, Tracy and Jessica

Carly, I'm very proud of you.
Love your Aunt Lisa.

I am so proud of all you have accomplished you are going to make a difference in the lives you'll touch. Keep up the great work and to all of the possibilities life has to offer.

Love, Mom

Carly, look to the horizon and shoot for the stars, we are always behind you!
Congrats & Good Luck
Aunt Tammy & Kim

Congratulations on your graduation, you're always in our hearts now & forever.
Love, Grandma Anne and Poppy
Congratulations Kate!
We are always proud of you, but especially now. This is just the beginning of your life's adventures. We'll enjoy watching you as you keep developing your talents, learning and contributing in the world.
Write on!
All Our love,
Mom and Dad
Sarah McNicoll

Sarah, You did it! I always knew you could. Remember, back in the day?
You, Shane and I were always together. The love we shared at that time is still there. Your accomplishment is fantastic.
love you, Ryan

If in dreams begin responsibilities then in achievements
begin obligations, I don’t know what your dreams are. I would hope they are lofty but it is your responsibility
I hope they are realized you have the spark of
ambition and the depth of intellect to take you most
anywhere. Don't let the spark dampen nor the depth
grow shallow, your first great achievement should be humbling,
I would hope, again, that you now understand how much
your success depends on the generosity, sacrifice and
assistance of others. You should appreciate that you owe a great obligation
to your mother and to Cindy and Steve for showing you up
and making it possible to reach your goal, an obligation that
must not be renegotiated, so, my niece, congratulations on attaining your
degree, it is a fine accomplishment. I wish you many more in the future.
uncle pete

To my graduate from your mom,
I remember when you thought Arcadia University was in California. And the
shock on your face when you realized it was in Pennsylvania! Now your
nickname is Cali but your home is back east. Your success as a student
fills me with pride. Your future burns bright with promise. You will always
have my love and helping hand.

Kate Zanoni

Congratulations, Kate!
We are always proud of you, but
especially now. This is just the
beginning of your life’s adventures.
We’ll enjoy watching you as you
keep developing your talents, learning
and contributing in the world.

Write on!
All Our love,
Mom and Dad
Sarah McNicoll

Congratulations, Sarah. Sorry, I haven't been there for you the last couple of years. We were so close as brother and sister. Our bond was unbreakable. I promise we will have that relationship again. I will make you as proud of me as I am of you. I will not be able to attend your graduation but I am sending my love and spirit to cheer you on at the ceremony. I miss you Sarah and can't wait to see you again.

Love, Shane

When nobody else believed in you, I was there. When you fell, I picked up, brushed you off and put you back on the path. I remember leaving a little girl crying to come home four years ago who changed into an East Coast gal full of confidence. You have traveled the world and expanded your horizons. For these accomplishments, only you deserve the credit. All I want is your love and happiness. Congratulations baby.

Love, Mom

Dear Sarah,

Congratulations, Sarah. We are very proud of you. You did a great job and we are sure that you will have continued success in your future endeavors.

Love, Dad and Maggie

Congratulations and my best hopes for the next stage of your life. Keep your eye on the prize.

Love Aunt Bonnie

Onward and upward dear Sarah-

Congratulations on your college degree. Best of luck in law school.

Love Aunt Sandy and Uncle Ross

Carden Arbor View, St. Lucy's Priory High School and now Arcadia University! We feel so proud to be a part of your life! As you fly higher and higher, we will continue to be the wind beneath your wings.

Your Loving Grandparents
Enthymion Staff
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Junior
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Sophomore
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Junior
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Junior

Sharon Levine
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Matt Newcomer
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Freshman
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Thank you. Such small words for a wealth of sincere thoughts. I came into college thinking “Yearbook, it could be fun. I did it in high school.” Little did I know the state in which this club was left from a few years’ worth of lack of interest and dedication to making a yearly record of Arcadia happenings. It always seemed to be a no-brainer to me. Of course a college had a yearbook. Unfortunately it wasn’t that simple and it took passionate, driven, crazy people to make Enthymion Yearbook the club and Enthymion Yearbook the publication something to be proud of again.

First is Eileen, I’ve gotten comments on how I’ve revived the yearbook but it all started with Eileen Butkovic ’03. She was the Editor-in-Chief when I came in as a freshman and it was her outstanding ground work and example that let others keep the club going and growing. The task proved to be a large undertaking and when I took over as Editor-in-Chief the Spring of my freshman year, Lauren Murray ’05 joined me as Co-Editor-in-Chief. Insane times of learning, laughing, crying and friendship ensued.

Of course Meg Hine was there along the way with me. Always in the background but with never-ending source of design knowledge and a work-ethic like no other. It has been a complete, wonderful, heart-felt pleasure to work with you.

Other people have played a major role but in seemingly small ways that have nonetheless been an essential, integral part of my time with Enthymion Shera Hack, you handled the club in a tough time period but in the end it all came through Dian Taylor Alleyne and Nick Smith, you had the pleasure of being the 4th and 5th advisors in my four years here. Thank you for your support and guidance. Dr. Buesten, your pictures are all over this book and your willingness to help alleviated a lot of worry and headaches. Julie Krischner, Student Activities and I needed you more than you’ll ever know. You’ll be missed for your sense of humor, ability to calm any situation and wonderful insights. “We are surely elves making yearbook” - thanks for noticing! To the staff listed on the right, few know how much work really goes into making this book. I must every ounce of gratitude and thank you for your dedication, fun times and smiles. Especially to Amanda and Lauren - I know you will be faboules! Kevin and Jon, sometimes all I need is a good distraction or an encouraging word and even a second opinion. You’ve both been that and more!

Finally to the Arcadia community, sometimes you were receptive, sometimes you were helpful, sometimes you were grateful. But in whatever form it was communicated either positively or negatively, you were encouraging. I always love a challenge and this club is quite possibly one of the most challenging endeavors I’ve ever have. But the end product done for you by a precious few, is worth the work and struggle. The end product is in no means perfect but it is the best I could do and I know it gets better with every new book. The aim was always to take steps forward, sometimes it ended up being two steps backward and four steps forward.

Arcadia, thank you for the opportunity to grow and learn with the Enthymion Yearbook. I will never forget this experience or the people who have helped me along the way.

Megan

How can I expand on the wonderful words Megan has already said? To Eileen Butkovic,

Your hard work and dedication to the yearbook has inspired the same enthusiasm in me. It has been a privilage to be a part of breathing new life back into the yearbook and I’ve taken great pride in carrying that spirit through the past 4 years.

Lauren Murray,

You are living proof that you don’t need to be experienced to be a part of yearbook. What you lacked in the knowledge of the process you made up for with hard work and determination.

Lauren Gersten and Amanda Ewald,

We leave the Enthymion in your capable hands. We have the faith that you’ll carry it through to even greater accomplishments.

Megan Concoran,

My right hand lady. It truly has been a pleasure working with you from the begining. Our combined knowledge and compatible work ethic have come together in our final year to create an amazing book. You Rock Megan! I wish you lots of luck at Disney and everything you do.

Amber Lajuunesse,

I told you I would thank you cause you rock! Plus you have always been a great supporter of the yearbook, whether it be with pictures or words of encouragement. I also appreciate your hard work to insure that seniors had great memories for us to capture in the book. Thank you, you are awesome!

And finally...Arcadia,

How the years have gone by so quickly. I spent my whole college career creating, capturing and publishing memories. Yearbook has become such a huge part of my life that I still forget that I’m leaving, it certainly will be a time I always cherish. True, it hasn’t been all fun and games (late nights, yearbook demons, and pulling pictures from a hat) but nothing beats the satisfaction of holding a completed book in your hands. There may be only a few people who really understand and appreciate this feeling, but to those who do, this book is for you. Thank you, Arcadia, for all the friends and memories. May they follow me til the end of my days.

Love Always,

Megan

P.S. Congratulations to my fellow seniors, the past 4 years have been awesome, heres to even better times ahead. Good Luck to everyone!
The Farewell Party
~Unknown

Thank you...for all these people who have gathered to tell us good-bye.

The ones we've been so close to and the ones we've rarely seen. The ones we've liked so much and even the ones who've been sometimes hard to take.

Now, curiously, they are all dear to us as we come together for the farewell party.
Now, suddenly I see who they are in relation to us, and who we must be in relation to them.

They are the living embodiment of time and place – our time in this particular place.
They are themselves, yes, but in large or small ways they are changed because we came together. And we are changed because of them. We have interrelated; the precious gifts of our lives have touched.

And when this time is over, the parting hurts.

Friends taken for granted become strangely precious when it is time to separate.

Perhaps this is why these partings must come – to make us aware of each other, to realize our identities as characters in each other's life stories. To give us a little glimpse of who we are in the eyes of those who are our friends.

A Farewell Party – what a joy, however it hurts. What an honor. They love us enough to wish us well. "Farewell wherever you go," they are saying.

And we can only answer in kind.
“Good-bye. Fare...well.”